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Abstract 
In this paper we characterize the convex hull of feasible points for a disjunctive program, a 
class of problems which subsumes pure and mixed integer programs and many other nonconvex 
programming problems. Two representations are given for the convex hull of feasible points. 
each of which provides linear programming equivalents of the disjunctive program. The first 
one involves a number of new variables proportional to the number of terms in the disjunctive 
normal form of the logical constraints; the second one involves only the original variables and the 
facets of the convex hull. Among other results, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
an inequality to define a facet of the convex hull of feasible points. For the class of disjunctive 
programs that we call facial, we establish a property which makes it possible to obtain the convex 
hull of points satisfying n disjunctions, in a sequence of it steps, where each step generates the 
convex hull of points satisfying one disjunction only. 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
Kqwords: Lift-and-project; Sequential convexification; Facial disjunctive programs; Reverse 
polars 
1. Introduction: Disjunctive programming 
By disjunctive programming we mean linear programming with disjunctive con- 
straints. Integer programs (pure or mixed), and a host of other nonconvex program- 
ming problems (general quadratic programs, separable nonlinear programs, etc.) can 
be stated as linear programs with logical conditions. By logical conditions we mean, 
in the present context, statements about linear inequalities involving the operations 
“and” (conjunction), “or” (disjunction), “complement of” (negation). The operation 
“if.. .then” (implication) is known to be equivalent to a disjunction. The operations of 
conjunction and negation applied to linear inequalities give rise to (convex) 
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polyhedral sets and hence leave the problem of optimizing a linear form subject to 
such constraints within the realm of linear programming. That is why we view the 
disjunctions as the crucial element in a logical condition, and call this whole area of 
mathematical programming, disjunctive programming. 
Several special cases of disjunctive programming have been studied in the past. 
Work on such problems includes the papers by Glover and Klingman [g, 91, Owen 
[13], Zwart [16] and others. The more recent work of Glover [7] is also highly relevant 
to our topic. Finally, Jeroslow’s recent contribution to general cutting plane theory [12] 
provides many insights that are useful in our context too. 
In our own earlier work on the subject [3-51, we addressed the general problem 
of obtaining valid cutting planes from arbitrary logical conditions brought to disjunc- 
tive normal form. The family of cutting planes that we obtained includes improved 
versions of many earlier cuts of the literature and also new cuts with some attractive 
features (low computational cost, coefficients of different signs, etc.). The disjunctive 
programming formulation seems to be particularly helpful in taking advantage of prob- 
lem structure where such structure originates in the “logical” nature of the physical 
conditions that the problem constraints are meant to translate (like in the case of mul- 
tiple choice constraints, set partitioning, etc.). 
The discovery by Jeroslow [l l] of the fact that the family of cutting planes intro- 
duced in our paper [4] is exhaustive, i.e., comprises all valid cutting planes for the 
given problem, provided at least part of the motivation for the present paper, which 
studies the properties of the (closed) convex hull H of the feasible points of a disjunc- 
tive program (DP). Our initial goal was simply to characterize the facets of the convex 
hull, i.e., find necessary and sufficient conditions for a member of the family of inequal- 
ities introduced in [4] to define a facet of H. Once this goal was achieved, however, 
other interesting developments were obtained as a by-product of our investigations; so 
that the paper in its present form goes beyond the mere characterization of facets. 
In Section 2 we give a first representation of H. This leads to the formulation of 
a linear programming equivalent of (DP), which has a block diagonal structure with 
as many blocks as there are terms in the disjunction to which the constraints of (DP) 
are reduced when expressed in disjunctive normal form. Some properties of this linear 
programming equivalent of (DP) are established and its connections with a branch and 
bound procedure for (DP) are discussed. 
Section 3 starts out with a characterization of the family of all valid inequalities for 
a given disjunctive program. This family is closely connected to the “reverse” polar 
of the feasible set of (DP), and the remainder of Section 3 is used to investigate the 
properties of the latter. The results of this are then used in Section 4 to character- 
ize the facets of H. The characterization is a constructive one, i.e., it provides the 
tools for calculating the facets by solving a large linear program. Since the size of 
this linear program is proportional to the number of terms in the disjunctive normal 
form of (DP), the cost of calculating a facet may be prohibitive when the number of 
terms is large, but is quite acceptable when there are only a few terms in the dis- 
junction. 
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This situation has led us to the question as to when H can be obtained via gen- 
erating a sequence of “partial” convex hulls; i.e., expressing the constraints of (DP) 
in conjunctive normal form, when is it possible to generate H by first generating the 
convex hull HI of the feasible points of the linear program and one disjunction only; 
then generating the convex hull Hz of feasible points of HI (which is a polyhedral 
set) and one disjunction only (another one), etc. It turns out, and this is the sub- 
ject matter of Section 5, that such a procedure is valid for the class of disjunctive 
programs that we call facial, and which subsumes the most important cases of disjunc- 
tive programming. In terms of a mixed integer program (IP), with II O-l variables, 
defined on a linear constraint set Fo, this means that if Hk is the (closed) convex 
hull of the set of points satisfying Fo and the constraints Xj = 0 or 1 for the first 
k variables, then (IP), is equivalent to the mixed integer program (E)n_k in which 
the constraints of FO are replaced by the facets of /fk, and only the last n - k vari- 
ables are integer constrained. This result establishes new connections between branch 
and bound and cutting planes and opens up promising possibilities for new hybrid 
algorithms. 
The mathematical tools used in our paper are those of convex analysis, mainly 
concepts and results related to polarity. In this sense the present paper can be viewed 
as a continuation of our earlier work on convex analysis as applied to integer and 
nonconvex programming [l, 21. 
For an arbitrary set S CR”, we will denote by cl S, conv S, aff S, lhS, cones, dims, 
and linS, the closure, the convex hull, the affine hull, the linear hull, the conical hull, 
the dimension and the lineality of S. For a polyhedral set S CR”, we will denote by 
vert S and dirS the set of vertices (extreme points) and the set of extreme direction 
vectors of S, respectively. For definitions and background material on these and related 
concepts the reader is referred to [ 151 or [ 141 (see also [lo]), but we have tried to 
make the paper reasonably self-contained. 
The disjunctive programming problem (DP) can be stated as the problem of mini- 
mizing a linear function cx, c E R”, x E R”, subject to 
Ax>,ao, 
x30, (1’) 
v (DhX ad;), 
hEQ 
where A is m x n, a0 E Rm, Dh is mh x n, dh, E Rmh, h E Q, Q is a (not necessarily 
finite) index set, and the last condition requires that x satisfies at least one of the 
systems Dhx 2 dt, h E Q (see [4] for illustrations of how various integer and other 
nonconvex programs can be brought to this form). 
The linear program (LP) associated with (DP), i.e., the problem 
min{cx 1 Axaao, x20) (LPI 
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can be thought of as being expressed in the nonbasic variables Xj, j E J = { 1,. . . , n}, 
associated with a given basic solution (in terms of the nonbasic variables, the solution 
is x = 0). This solution is feasible for (LP) if and only if a0 < 0, and it is optimal for 
(LP), if and only if c>O. 
While the condition 
v (DhX2d;) 
hEQ 
is the disjunctive normal form of the logical constraints of (DP) (which may initially 
have been stated in a completely different form), the disjunctive normal form of the 
constraint set (1’) in its entirety is 
(1) 
where 
Ah= and a; = 
We will also need the conjunctive normal form of the constraint set (1’) namely, 
(2) 
where d’ E R” and die is a scalar, i E Qj, j E S. The connection between (1) and (2) is 
that each system Dhx ad/$ h E Q, of (1) has ISI inequalities, exactly one from each dis- 
junction ViGQ,(dix adjo) of (2) and that all distinct systems Dhx 3 dt with this property 
are present in (1); so that Q = n,,, Qj, where n stands for Cartesian product. Since 
the operations A (“and”, conjunction) and V (“or”, disjunction) are distributive with 
respect to each other [i.e., if A, B, C are inequalities, A A (B V C) = (A A B) V (A A C) 
and A V (B A C) = (A V B) A (A V C)], any logical condition involving these operations 
can be brought to any of the above forms, and each of the two forms can be obtained 
from the other one. 
We illustrate the meaning of these two forms on the case when (DP) is a O-l 
program in n variables. Then the disjunctive normal form is 
Ax3a0, 
x=x’v...vx=xq, 
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where q=2” andx’,...,xq are all the O-l 
is the customary 
points; whereas the conjunctive normal form 
Ax 3 ao, 
x30, 
A [(Xj = 0) V (Xj = I)], 
pa 
where N={l,...,n}. 
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2. The linear programming equivalent of (DP) 
Let F be the feasible set of (DP), i.e., the set of points satisfying the constraints of 
(DP). Expressing the latter in the disjunctive normal form (1 ), 
F= 
i 
XER” j/(Ahx>ahg,x>O) 
hEQ 1 
Denoting 
F/,={xER”/Ahx>ahg, x30}, 
we then have 
where each Fh is a polyhedral set. 
If Q is finite and each Fh is bounded, then convF, the convex hull of F, is itself a 
polytope. However, the sets Fh, or some of them, may be unbounded; in which case 
convF may not be closed, i.e., may not be polyhedral. The closure of convF, which 
we will briefly call the closed convex hull of F and denote clconvF, is a polyhedral 
set whenever Q is finite. From now on, we assume that Q is finite. Let 
Theorem 2.1. Zf F # 0, then 
.I?= c vh s > 
hEQ* 
clconv F = XER~ Ahlh -uo”lo” 3 0, hEQ*, 
c $=L (th, <,“, 3 0, h E Q* 
hEQ* 
Proof. Let S denote the set on the right-hand side of the equality, so that the statement 
in the theorem is clconv F = S. 
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If Q is finite and F # 0, then Q* is nonempty and finite, and 
clconv F = clconv 
(i) We first show that conv F C S. If x E conv F, then x is a convex combination of 
at most IQ*/ points, each belonging to a different Fh; i.e., 
x= c Ahuh, Ah 3 0, h E Q* 
hEQ* 
with 
c ih= 1, 
hEQ’ 
where for each h E Q*, Ahuh 2 a,h, uh 3 0. But if x, Ah, uh, h E Q*, satisfy the above 
constraints, then x, (0” = Ah, th = uhAh, h E Q*, clearly satisfy the constraints of S. 
Hence, x E conv F 5 x E S. 
(ii) Next, we show that SC clconvF. Let YES, with associated vectors (f”, $), 
heQ*. Let 
Q;“={hEQ* I$>O), Q;={hcQ*I$=O}. 
For h E Qf, f”/f,” is a solution to Ahx 3 a,h, x 2 0, i.e. (f”/[,“) E Fh, hence 
(<“/& = c &hi + c Pi+ 
iEUh krVn 
for some uhi E vert Fh, i E uh, and vhk E dirFh, k E vh, where uh and vh are finite 
index sets, phi 2 0, i E uh, vhk 3 0, k E vh, and c. IEUA ph’ = 1; or, setting phi?: = 6)hi, 
,+k<; = ohk, 
th = C ehi,hi + C OhkVhk 
iEUh kEVh 
with ohi 2 0, i E uh, ohk B 0, k E vh, and ciCUh ehi = ji. 
For h EQ~, either 4” = 0, or 4” is a nontrivial solution to the homogeneous system 
Ax 3 0, x 9 0, hence 
f” = c chkvhk, ghk > 0, k E v, 
kEVh 
for some vhk E dir Fh, k E vh. Let Q,* = {h E Q,* I{” # 0). Then 
-;=C?h 
hEQ* 
ohi,hi + C ahkvhk 
kEVh 
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with 
c C”“‘= c $=l, 
htQ; iEGh htQ; 
i.e., 2 is the convex combination of finitely many points and directions of F. Hence 
X E clconv F. This proves that S C clconv F. 
Since conv F C S C clconv F and S is a closed set while clconv F is the smallest 
closed set containing conv F, clearly S = clconv F. 0 
Corollary 2.1.1. rf {x ER” 1 Ax >, a~, x , > 0} is bounded, then Theorem 2.1 remains 
true when Q* is replaced by Q. 
Proof. If the hypothesis holds, then the homogeneous system Ahth - ao$ 2 0, (th, <,“) 
3 0, has no nontrivial solution for any h E Q - Q”. For if (th, r,“) # (0,O) satisfies this 
homogeneous system, then either $ >O and Ah(th/$) > ao, ((“it,“) >, 0, contrary to 
the definition of Q - Q*; or $ = 0, th #O and Ahth 3 0, th B 0, contrary to the 
boundedness hypothesis. Thus, for every vector (x, 4) satisfying the constraints of S, 
there corresponds a vector (x, <, 0,. . ,O) satisfying the constraints of the set S(Q), 
obtained from S by replacing Q* with Q, where the zeroes represent the components 
h E Q - Q*; and conversely, every vector satisfying the constraints of S(Q) has zero 
components for all h E Q - Q*. i.e., is of the form (x, <,O,. . . ,O), where (x, 5) satisfies 
the constraints of S. 0 
Corollary 2.1.2. If the linear program (LP) has a finite optimum, then the disjunctive 
program (DP) is equivalent to the linear program 
min c Cth 
hEQ 
(99) s.t. Ahth - a,“[,” 3 0, h E Q, 
c G-1, 
hEQ 
<t”>t,“> 2 0, VhEQ 
in the sense that 
(i) if x is a vertex of clconv F, then there exists k E Q such that t defined by 
(ck, $) = (x, 1) and (th, <,“) = (O,O), Vh E Q - {k}, is a vertex of P, the feasible 
set of(~c~); 
(ii) if 5 is a vertex of P, then there exists k E Q such that $ = 1, (th, <,“) = (0,O) 
for h E Q - {k}, and x = <k is a vertex of Fk. 
(iii) x is an optimal solution to (DP) if and only if t as defined in (i) is an optimal 
solution (99). 
Proof. (i) If X E vertclconv F, then X E Fk, hence AkX 3 a{, X 3 0, for some k E Q. 
Therefore 4 E P, where 4 is defined by (t”, 4,“) =(x, l), (<“, 4,“) = (O,O), h E Q - {k}. 
Also, f is an extreme point (hence a vertex) of P. To show this, we assume it to be 
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false; then 
f=e liY/i, lti>O, i=l,..., p, kl.;=l 
i=I i=l 
and li>O for at least one iE{l,..., p}, where r/i#{, i=l,..., p, are points of P. 
If (r$, vi”,) denotes the component of r/i corresponding to (t’, $), then from (f”, $) = 0, 
Wz E Q - {k}, and the condition (eh, $) 3 0, Wr E Q, for all 5 E P, it follows that 
&>O=+(v];,&)=O, WZEQ - {k}. H ence, the only component of the vectors vi 
(i such that Ai > 0) that can differ from the corresponding component of 4, is (vi”, &). 
But then 4” =X itself is a convex combination of vectors $ such that Ak$ > a,k, 
$ > 0, i.e. of points of Fk; which contradicts the fact that X E vert Fk. 
(ii) Conversely, if t is a vertex of P, then 4,” = 1 for some k E Q and 4,” = 0, Vh E 
Q - {k}; for otherwise i is the convex combination of as many points of P as there 
are positive ;“i. From ft = 0, Vh E Q - {k}, it follows that 4” = 0, b’h E Q - {k}; for, 
if th>O and $=O, then t=i(p + p), for cf’~P, PEP, where p and p are 
obtained from 5 by replacing [” with 0 and 2fh, respectively; which contradicts the 
assumption that r is an extreme point of P. Further, t” EFk and f” is a vertex of 
Fk, for otherwise it is the convex combination of some vertices and extreme direction 
vectors of Fk, which implies that j is the corresponding convex combination of points 
and directions of P. 
(iii) Finally, if the linear program (LP) has a finite optimum, then the homogeneous 
system Ax 2 0, x 3 0 does not have a nontrivial solution i such that cX ~0; hence 
none of the homogeneous systems Ahx 2 0, x 2 0 has such a solution and therefore 
ChEQ clh is bounded from below on P. Furthermore, from (i) and (ii), X minimizes 
cx over clconvF, if and only if f, as defined in (i), minimizes ChEgcth over P. 0 
In Section 5 we give a stronger version of Corollary 2.2 for the class of disjunctive 
programs called facial. 
The linear program (39) has q x (n + 1) structural variables and q x (m + n + 1) 
+ xhEP mh + 1 constraints (where q = IQI), all but the last one of which are homoge- 
neous inequalities, while the last one is a convexity equation. Though this is a large, 
unwieldy problem, it has a block-angular structures with q blocks (subproblems) and 
a single coupling constraint. Its coefficient matrix, after introducing slack vectors, is of 
the form 
A= 
A’ -a:, -I’ 
. . 
1 
where Ih is the identity matrix of order m + mk, and the blanks are zero matrices of 
suitable dimensions. 
Since each block ofA contains a copy of the coefficient matrix of (LP), and differs 
from the other blocks only in its lower part corresponding to (ok, -d,h), if one wants to 
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think about solving (99) the most natural approach seems to be some decomposition- 
oriented version of the dual simplex method, which would start with a dual feasible 
solution obtained from an optimal solution to (LP). In order to assess the potential 
merits of such an approach, we give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for (2.9) to be dual feasible. The condition relates a basic dual feasible 
(_Y.Y), to solutions of the problems 
for a basis 
solution of 
(Lph > min{c.u jAhx 3 a,h, x 2 0} 
h E Q, and their duals. 
Let us denote by (LPh) the subproblem of (99’) indexed by h, i.e., the homogenized 
version of (LPI,): 
- 
(LPI, > min{crh 1 Ahth - u,“c$ 2 0, (th, c$) 3 O}. 
We assume, as before, that F # 0, and (LP) has a finite minimum. 
Theorem 2.2. Every basis for (2’9) is of the form (module row und column permu- 
tations) 
B= 
B’ 
. . 
i 
BP’ 
Bq -ai 
6’ . . . 64-’ 0 1 
- - 
where Bq is a basis for (LP,), and for each h E Q - {q}, Bh is a basis for (LP/,), 
while hh is the unit vector with 1 in the position corresponding to the column -at if 
Bh contains -a$, and dh = 0 if Bh does not contain -ut. The blanks are zeroes. 
The basis B is dual feasible if and only if 
(i) Bq is dual feasible for (LP,). 
(ii) If y=(q’,..., yq; ~0) is the solution associated with B to the dual of (.YY), 
then for each h E Q - {q}, qh is a feasible solution to the dual of (LPI,), with 
where x4 is the solution to (LP,) associated with Bq. 
Proof, The coefficient matrix 2 of (2?9) has Y = q x m + xhEP mh + 1 rows. 2 is of 
full row rank, since it contains a r x Y triangular submatrix of the form 
-I’ 
. . 
i---:--l 1 -14 1 -cl;: ) I -- l ’ 
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where all the blanks are zero matrices. Further, any basis matrix B for (29) must 
contain, for each h E Q, a submatrix Bh of order (m + mh), which is a basis for 
- - 
(LPh); or else the rows of B corresponding to (LPh) are linearly dependent. This 
amounts to q x m + ChEe mh = Y - 1 columns; hence B has an additional column. 
Let ik = (Ak, -ai, -Zk) be the submatrix of k containing the nonzero entries of this 
additional column. Then the (m + mk ) x (m + mk + 1) submatrix of ik contained in 
B is (after suitable column permutations) of the form Bk = (Bk, -a,$), where Bk is a 
basis for (LPk); for if jk does not contain -a,k, or does not contain a basis for (LPk), 
then the (m + mk + 1) columns of B corresponding to the columns of Bk are linearly 
dependent (in the first case, since all of them have nonzero entries in only m + mk 
rows; in the second, since those m + mk of them which have nonzero entries only in 
Bk, are linearly dependent. 
Finally, the vectors ah in the last row of B, corresponding to the matrices Bh, are 
of the form defined in the theorem, since each Bh, h # k, may or may not contain the 
column -ai. Hence, B is a matrix of the form required by the theorem, where it is 
assumed, without loss of generality, that k = q. 
Now, B is dual feasible if and only if the inequalities 
hold for all h E Q for the scalar ~0 and the vectors qh, h E Q, defined by 
qodh + rhBh = c(Bh), Vh E Q - {q}, 
qqBq = c(Bq), 
r/o - r+; = 0, 
where c(Bh) is the vector whose components are those cj associated with the columns 
of Bh (for the slack vectors and the columns --at, cj = 0). Solving the last two equa- 
tions, we find that 
r/4 = c(B’) (Bq)-’ 
and 
q. = c(Bq) (Bq)-‘a,4 
= cxq, 
where x4 is the solution to (LP,) associated with IV. 
Substituting for ~0 in the above inequalities then yields the result that B is a dual 
feasible basis for (99) if and only if 
qhAh <c, qh 20 
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and 
for all h E Q, i.e., if and only if Bq is dual feasible for (LP,), and for each h E Q, nh 
is a feasible solution to the dual of (LPI,), with ylha,h 2 CA?. 0 
From Theorem 2.2, an optimal solution X to (LP), with associated (dual feasible) 
basis B’, can be used to generate the solution 4 to (99) defined by (r”, t[) = (X, 1) 
forsomekEQ,and(<h,<gh)=(O,O)forallhEQ-{k}, with the associated dual feasible 
basis B as defined in Theorem 2.2, where 
and where the column containing -ai is to be replaced by the column of (94o:f) 
containing -uk. 
Starting with this basis and performing dual simplex pivots one obtains an optimal 
solution to (99) as soon as one of the vectors lh, say for h = s, becomes primal fea- 
sible for the corresponding problem (LP,). Then the solution (<“, 4;) = (t”, 1 ), (th, <,“) 
= (O,O), ‘v”h E Q - (~1, P 1s rimal (and dual) feasible for (9Y’), hence optimal. 
Such a procedure would be analogous to applying the dual simplex method “in 
parallel” to the q subproblems (LPh), in the sense that one would always pivot in 
the subproblems with smallest objective function value, until one of them becomes 
feasible; then its solution is optimal for (DP). 
When q is large, solving (39) is costly. On the other hand, one might be tempted 
to believe that if one happens to guess which term of the disjunction (1) yields an 
optimal solution X to (DP), and solves the corresponding linear program (LPk ), then 
(9.9) can be used to price out the other subproblems without actually solving them, 
so as to prove optimality. Theorem 2.2 shows that such hopes are likely to be un- 
founded: while (9.17) can indeed be used to price out the subproblems, due to the 
high degree of degeneracy of (YY), a very large number of bases can be associated 
with the same optimal solution; and of all these bases, only those which correspond 
to the requirements of Theorem 2.2 are dual feasible, i.e., will prove the optimality of 
the solution. Furthermore, from (ii) it seems that finding a dual feasible basis for a 
@rrn optimal solution requires as many dual simplex pivots as are needed to raise the 
objective function value rlha,h of the dual of each (LPh) (hence also of the primal) to 
the level of ~2. 
While these are important drawbacks when q is large, we will presently show that 
the disjunction (1) can be imposed gradually rather than all at once, i.e., the problem 
(SPY) can be built up step by step. This can be done by replacing the disjunctive 
normal form (1) with the conjunction of several disjunctions, each of which has fewer 
terms than q. There is a variety of forms in which a logical constraint can be expressed, 
and if the disjunctive normal form (1) is at one end of the spectrum, with IQ\ rather 
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large, at the other end of the spectrum one has the conjunctive normal form, (2), where 
each IQil is as small as possible, but the corresponding disjunction represents only one 
of ISI disjunctions which have to hold. Since, as mentioned in Section 1, Q = n,,, Qj, 
the smaller the sets Qj (for given Q), the larger the set S, and vice versa. 
The following algorithm solves the disjunctive program (DP) in finitely many steps, 
by building up the linear program (99) step by step. We state it for the disjunctive 
condition expressed in the conjunctive normal form (2), but the algorithm can be 
adapted in an obvious way to any intermediate form. 
0. Solve (LP) and append to the optimal simplex tableau one of the disjunctions j ES 
of (2). Set up the problem (99) corresponding to this disjunctive program, using 
copies of the optimal basis of (LP) to construct a dual feasible starting basis for 
(99). Go to 1. 
1. Perform dual simplex pivots (or their equivalent in some decomposition framework) 
on (99), until a primal feasible solution 4 is obtained. Let (Ek) be the subproblem 
corresponding to (4”) $ ) # 0, and Bk the (dual feasible) basis for (LPk) associated 
with l”. Go to 2. 
- 
2. Append to (LPk) a disjunction j E S of (2), not yet represented among the constraints 
- - 
Of (LPk), i.e., replace (LPk) by lQj[ new subproblems, each of which consists of 
(LPk), plus the homogenized version of one of the terms of disjunction j. Use the 
last (dual feasible) basis B, and copies of Bk, to construct a dual feasible basis for 
the expanded (_Y’.9). Go to 1. 
The procedure stops when step 2 cannot be carried out, since all the disjunctions of 
(2) are represented among the constraints of (LPk). Then i” is an optimal solution to 
the disjunctive program (DP). 
This algorithm is analogous to a “parallel” version of branch and bound. A more 
thorough exploration of its potential merits and drawbacks would exceed the framework 
of the present paper. Therefore, here we will not pursue this further, but rather turn to 
the problem of exploring the set of all valid inequalities for (DP), i.e., the problem of 
identifying the convex hull of F. 
3. The family of valid inequalities for (DP) 
A constraint B is said to be a consequence of, or implied by a constraint A, if every 
x that satisfies A also satisfies B. We are interested in the family of inequalities 
implied by the constraint set of a general disjunctive program (DP). The family of 
all such inequalities includes of course all valid cutting planes for (DP). On the other 
hand, the set of points satisfying all members of the family is precisely clconvF, the 
closed convex hull of the set of feasible solutions to (DP). A characterization of this 
family is given in the next theorem, which is an easy but important generalization of 
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a classical result. The “if’ part is Theorem I of our paper [4], the “only if’ part is 
due to R. Jeroslow [ 111. 
Let Q* be the set of those h E Q such that {x E R” 1 Ahx 2 ai, x 3 0} # 8. We will 
assume that Q” # 0; i.e., (DP) has a solution. 
Theorem 3.1. The inequality LXX 2 x0 is a consequence of the constraints 
Ax 2 ao, 
x30, 
v (Dhx > dh,) (3’) 
tf and only if there exists a set of vectors %h E R”‘, oh E Rmh, Oh > 0, oh 3 0, h EQ*, 
such that 
r > %hA + ohDh, VhEQ* 
and 
zo d ehao + ahdt, VhEQ*. 
Proof. Rewriting (1’) in the disjunctive normal form 
Ax 2 a0 
vC 1 
x30 , 
hE;Q Dhx > d; 
(1) 
we note that CIX > CIO is a consequence of (1) if and only if it is a consequence of each 
(conjunctive) system h E Q* of (1). But according to a well-known result on linear 
inequalities (see for instance Theorem 1.4.4 of [15], or Theorem 22.3 of [14]), this is 
the case if and only if the conditions stated in the theorem hold. 0 
Remark 3.1. If the ith inequality of a system h E Q* of (1) is replaced by an equa- 
tion, the ith component of Bh is to be made unconstrained. If the variable xi in (1) 
is let to be unconstrained, the jth inequality of each system c( 2%: + ahDh, h E Q”, 
is to be replaced by the corresponding equation. 
With these changes, the theorem remains true. 
An inequality xx 3 1x0 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1, i.e., a “valid” in- 
equality ax>cca, may or may not be a cutting plane, i.e., may or may not cut off a 
nonempty subset of Fe, the feasible set of the linear program (LP). If cxo > 0, however, 
then the inequality is not only a valid cutting plane, but one which cuts off the current 
solution defined by x = 0. 
For given aa, the family of inequalities zx 3 ro implied by (1) is isomorphic to the 
family of vectors CY E F#(cQ), where 
F#(ao>={y~R” 1 yx>cro, VxlxEF}, 
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since CIX 2 as is implied by (1) if and only if cc E F#(cco). From Theorem 3.1, 
( 
y > BhA + ghDh, h E Q* 
F#(cxo)= PER” for some Bh20, ah>O, hEQ*, . 
such that oha + ahdi > ~(0 I 
In view of its relationship to ordinary polar sets, we will call F#(ao) the reverse 
polar of F (scaled with ~0). Indeed, the ordinary polar set of F is 
F’={y~R~jyx<l, VxkF} 
and if we denote by F’(cro) the scaled polar of F, i.e., the set obtained from F” by 
replacing 1 with ~0, then the relationship between F# and F” is given by F#(ao) = -F” 
(-MO). 
The size, as opposed to the sign, of ~0, is of no interest to us in the present context. 
Therefore, we will distinguish only between the three cases a0 > 0 (or a0 = 1 ), CIO = 0 
and a0 <O (or a0 = -l), and whenever the sign of CIO makes no difference, we will 
simply write F# for F#(ao). 
Next, we derive some basic properties of reverse polars, which we need in order 
to characterize the facets of convF. Most of these properties are parallel to those of 
ordinary polars, but some are different. Though here we state them for F#, they are 
valid for the reverse polars of arbitrary sets whose closed convex hull is polyhedral. 
Moreover, those properties which do not specifically refer to polyhedra, carry over to 
arbitrary sets, modulo a closure operation. 
Some properties follow immediately from the definitions. Thus, for arbitrary sets 
SCR”, T&R”, one has 
(a) (lS)#=(l/Jti)S#, -oo<i<oc, 
(b) SCT+S#>T#, 
(c) (S u T)’ = S’ n T#. 
Before stating the next theorem, we note that for an arbitrary set S and closed 
halfspace H+, S c H+ + clconv S C H+. 
Theorem 3.2. (i) Zf x0 > 0, then 
0 E clconv F u F# = 0 @ F# is bounded. 
(ii) Zf CIO < 0, then F# # 0, and 
0 E int clconv F w F# is bounded. 
Proof. (i) Let CIO >O. If F# # 0, then there exists y E R” such that xyaao, /fx E F; 
hence xy 2 ~0, Vx E clconv F. Thus, the hyperplane yx = ~(0 separates 0 from clconv F, 
i.e., 0 @ clconv F. Therefore, if 0 E clconv F, then F# = 0; and of course, F# is bounded 
when it is void. Conversely, if 0 +! clconv F, then there exists a hyperplane MC = CIO 
separating 0 from clconv F, i.e., such that ax 3 a~, VX E clconv F, which implies a E F’, 
i.e. F’ # 0. Also, it implies that La E F#, ‘v’L > 1, i.e., F# is unbounded. 
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(ii) Follows from the corresponding property of ordinary polar sets (and cones), and 
the fact that F#(ora) = -F’(-ao). 0 
Since FO is contained in the nonnegative orthant, so is F and clconv F. Thus, 
clconv F has at least one vertex, and if unbounded, it has at least one extreme direction. 
Now, let the vertices (extreme points) and extreme direction vectors of clconv F be 
denoted by 
vertclconvF={ut,...,u,} 
and 
dirclconvF={vt,...,v,}, 
respectively. 
Theorem 3.3. F# is the convex polyhedral set 
WY >/ao, i=l,...,p 
viy >, 05 i= l,...,q 
Proof. 
F#={~ER”IxY>z~, VXEF} 
={~ER”Ix~>,Q, VxEclconvF} 
i i 
U.Y 2 a03 u E vert clconv F 
= .YER” 
’ 
0 
vy20, v E dir clconv F 
For arbitrary sets S and T, we denote by S + T the Minkowski sum of S and T, i.e. 
S+T={.xIx=s+t, SES, teT}. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume F’ # 0. Then 
cl(conv F + cone F) ifcco > 0, 
F## = clcone F lj”ct0 = 0, 
clconv( F U { 0) ) fro < 0. 
Proof. 
u;y3ao, 
v;.YBO, 
11 :I:::::} + xy>~) (From Theorem 3.3), 
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where Ui and v; stand for the vertices and extreme direction vectors of clconvF, re- 
spectively. But from the basic result in linear inequalities mentioned in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, xy 2 cto is a consequence of the constraints in the inner brackets (whose 
system is solvable by the assumption) if and only if there exists a set of multipliers 
Bi, i= l,... ,p, ci, i= l,..., 9, such that 
X= &SiUi + 5djDi 
i=l i=l 
and 6ia0, i= 1 ,..., p, aia0, i= l,..., q, with 
P 
c 0iaO 2 a0 
i=l 
if CIO # 0. Dividing through with CIO when ~10 # 0, we conclude that FM is the set of 
points x E R” of the form 
X= 2SiUj + k,l;j, Bj>O, Oi>O, Vi 
i=l i=l 
with 
P 
c Bj 
i=l 
{ 
21 if ao>O, 
20 ifao=O, 
<I if ao<O. 
But these are precisely the expressions for the three sets claimed in the theorem to 
be equal to FW in the respective cases. q 
Remark 3.4.1. If F# =0 (which, from Theorem 3.2, is only possible when SIO >O), 
then FM = R”. 
Since F is contained in the nonnegative orthant, so is FM unless F’ = 0; and thus 
FM has at least one vertex, and if unbounded, it has at least one extreme direction. 
Theorem 3.5. F### = F#. 
Proof. If ~(0 GO, this follows from the corresponding property of ordinary 
the fact that F#(no) = -F’(-a~). 
If a0 > 0 and 0 E clconv F, then F’ = 0, F## = R”, and FM = 0 = F#. 
If a0 > 0 and 0 @ clconv F, then 
F### =cl(conv F + cone F)# (from Theorem 3.4) 
={.YER”Ix~~~~o, Vx E cl(conv F + cone F)} 
={y~R”/xyaao, VXEF} 
=F#. 
polars and 
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since 
1 
P 
X = C tlil4.j + 5OiUi 
cl(conv F + cone F) = x E R” i=l 1=I 
eBj>l, 6)i>O, crj>O,Vi 
I 
0 
i=l 
For an arbitrary subset S of R”, the linear hull of S, denoted lhS, is the subspace 
of R” generated by S, i.e., the set of all linear combinations of points of S. Clearly, 
lh S is the smallest subspace of R” containing S. The affine hull of S, denoted aff S, 
is the affine manifold (linear variety) generated by S, i.e., the set of all such linear 
combinations of points of S, where the sum of coefficients equals 1. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume F# # 0. Then aff F## = 1 h F## = 1 h F. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.4, if x E F then 2x E F ## for all I such that J 2 1 if MO > 0, 
A 3 0 if MO = 0, and 0 <A < 1 if aa < 0. Now aff F## contains all the lines through pairs 
of distinct points of F##; and for every x E F 2 F##, x # 0, there exists a point 2x E F##, 
such that 2 > 1 (if CIO 20) or A < 1 (if ~0 GO). But then for every x E F, x # 0, aff F” 
contains the entire line Ax, i.e., the line through x and 0. But the set characterized 
by this property is precisely the linear hull of F, i.e., aff FM 2 lh F. Since this shows 
aff F## to be a linear space, it follows that aff F## = 1 h F#. Further, since 1 h F > cone F 
and 1 h F 2 conv F and since 1 h F is closed, it follows that 1 h F 2 FM for all three cases 
of Theorem 3.4, and hence 1 h F 2 lh FM = aff FM. 0 
Remark 3.6.1. If F# = 0, then aff F## = 1 h F## 2 lh F. 
Now, let L be the lineality space of F#, defined to be the largest linear subspace of 
R” contained in C(F#), the (closed) cone of all the directions of F#, also called the 
recession cone (see [14], Ch. 8) or characteristic cone 
dimension of L is the lineal&y of F#, denoted lin F#. 
For any linear subspace S of R”, let S’ denote the 
i.e., 
S’={y~R”Ixy=0, VXEES}. 
(see [15], Ch. 3) of F’. The 
orthogonal complement of S, 
The next theorem states that L, the largest subspace contained in C(F#), is the 
orthogonal complement of 1 h F, the smallest subspace of R” containing F. 
Theorem 3.7. Assume F# # 0. Then lh F = L’. 
Proof. If x E lh F, then x = CL=, 2;~’ for some ui E F, i = 1,. . . , r. Since L C C(F#), 
u’y>,o, i=l , . . . , r, Vy E L. But L is a linear space, i.e., y E L =+ - y E L; thus we also 
have u’(-y)20, i= 1 ,..., r. Hence, u’y=O, i= 1 , . . . , r, and therefore xy = 0, Vy EL. 
This proves that lh F C Ll, which implies (1 h F)I > L. 
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On the other hand, 
yE(lhF)‘+xy=O, VXEF (since F& 1hF) 
+x(iy)=O, Vx E F, V’/, 
=+ /ly E C(F#), VA 
+ y EL (since L is the largest subspace contained in C(F#)) 
i.e., (lhF)‘CL. 0 
Corollary 3.7.1. dim FM + lin F’ = n. 
Proof. dim F## = dim aff F## = dim 1 h F, and lin F# = dim L. From Theorem 3.7, ( 1 h F) 
+L=R”. q 
Corollary 3.7.2. 
dim F## = 
dim F if 0 E aff F, 
(dimF)+ 1 if O$aff F. 
Proof. If 0 E aff F, then aff F = lh F = aff FM, and thus dim F = dim F##. This is of 
course always the case when dim F = n. 
If 0 $ aff F, then dim( lh F) = dim(aff F) + 1, and from lh F = aff F## it follows that 
dimF##=(dimF)+ 1. 0 
Corollary 3.7.3. F” = (F’ n 1 h F) + L. 
Proof. Follows from 1 h F = L’. 0 
Corollary 3.7.4. The lowest-dimensional faces of F# are those of dimension n-dim F##. 
Proof. n-dim F## = dim L is a lower bound on the dimension of a face of F’, since the 
lineality space of F# is also the lineality space of each face of F’. But F# = (F# n L’) 
+L, lin(F# n L’) = 0, and if x is a vertex (O-dimensional face) of F# nL’, then x + L 
is a face of dimension n-dim F##(= dim L) of F#. 0 
4. The facets of the convex hull of feasible points 
An inequality CIX 2 CIO, with CI E R”, a # 0, defines a facet [(d - 1)-dimensional face] 
of a d-dimensional polyhedral set SC R”, if XX 3 a~, ‘v’x E S, and {x E S 1 MX = CQ} is 
a facet of S, i.e., CIX = CCC, for exactly d affinely independent points x of S. We say 
“exactly” in order to exclude the case when clx = CIO is a singular supporting hyperplane 
for S, i.e., contains all of S. For the sake of brevity, and in keeping with the terminology 
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used in integer programming, we will call the inequality xx 3 QJ itself a facet when 
it defines a facet. 
Theorem 4.1. 
2.x 3 x0 is a facet 
of F’#, and zE 1hF 
ro#O, CY#O, aEvert(F#nLl) 
rO=O, T#O, aEdir(F#fILI) 
Proof. Denote dim F## = d. 
(i) Let ~0 # 0. Then from Theorems 3.5 and 3.3, 
uy 3 MO, ‘du E vet-t F## 
z:y 3 0, Yv E dir F## 
and hence 
uy 3 czo, Vu E vert F## 
F”nL’= PER” cy>O, VvEdirF## . 
wy=o, VWGL I 
Then x E vert(F# n L’ ) if and only if c1 E F# n L’, and x satisfies with equality a subset 
of the inequalities of the constraint set defining F# n L’, the rank of the coefficient 
matrix of this subset being d. Further, a # 0 if and only if this subset of inequalities is 
not homogeneous, i.e., has at least one nonzero right-hand side coefficient. On the other 
hand, zx 3 x0, where LXO # 0 and a E lh F, is a facet of F## if and only if (i) xx 3 ~0, 
Vx E F##, i.e., cx E F’, and, since CI E lh F =L’, r E F# n L’; (ii) ax = x0 for exactly d 
affinely independent points of F ## But condition (ii) holds if and only if CIU = ~(0 for . 
r vertices u of FM, and IXU = 0 for s extreme direction vectors v of FM, with r > 1 
(since z # 0) and r + s >, d, such that the n x (r + s) matrix whose columns are the 
vectors u and v, has rank d. Since the two conditions are identical, the statement is 
true for 40 # 0. 
(ii) Now, let CQ = 0. Then from Theorems 3.5 and 3.3 
and thus 
vy >, 0, 
wy=o, 
Then x E R”, ct # 0, is an extreme direction vector of F# n L’, if and only if CI E 
F” nL' and E satisfies with equality a subset of the inequalities of the constraint set 
defining F’ n L-‘, the rank of the coefficient matrix of this subset being d - 1. On 
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the other hand, if a # 0, c( E lh F, ax>0 is a facet of FM (which in this case is a 
polyhedral cone) if and only if(i) c(x 2 0, Vx E F##, i.e. a E F# and, since c( E lh F = L’, 
a E F# n L’; (ii) CLX = 0 for exactly d - 1 affinely independent points x # 0 of F## (the 
dth point being 0). It is easy to check that again, the two conditions are identical; 
hence the statement is true also for the case a0 = 0. 0 
The condition cc E 1 h F is necessary since, whenever FW is less than full dimensional, 
each facet of F## defined by a hyperplane H can also be defined by any other member 
of the family of hyperplanes H’ such that ( 1 h F) n H’ = (1 h F) n H. Thus, we represent 
this family of hyperplanes by its (unique) member whose normal lies in 1 h F. 
The following result will also be useful for the actual calculation of facets. 
Corollary 4.1.1. Let g E R” and let CIX 2 a0 be a facet of F##, with c1 E 1hF. Then 
g E {x E FM 1 ccx = cto} if and only if gx = a0 is a supporting hyperplane for F# which 
contains the vertex (if MO # 0), or extreme direction vector (if a0 = 0), a of F# n L’. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1, a E vert F# n L’ if MO # 0, and a E dir F# f? L’, if Q = 0. In 
both cases a E F#. 
(i) Let g E F##, ag = a~. 
gEF#%F##++Cg# (from property (6) of polars) 
+ F# c {x E R” 1 gx B ao} (from Theorem 3.3) 
and since ga = a~, a E F#, it follows that gx = a0 is a supporting hyperplane for F#, 
which contains a. 
(ii) Suppose gx = a0 is a supporting hyperplane for F# which contains a. Then 
gx 3 ao, b’x E F#, 
i.e., 
g E F##, and ag= ao, i.e., gE {XE FM 1 ax=ao}. Cl 
Theorem 4.1 characterizes the facets of FM; our main interest, however, lies in the 
facets of clconvF rather than FM. Next, we characterize the facets of clconvF in 
terms of the reverse polar F#. We do this separately for the two cases when a0 # 0 
and a0 = 0. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume 0 E aff F. If a0 # 0, then ax 2 uo is a facet of clconv F if and 
only if it is a facet of FM. 
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Proof. (i) If r. >O, then 
Xx 3 (x0, Vx E clconv F ++ SIX 3 ~0, V_Y E cl(conv F + cone F) = F## 
If r. < 0, then 
xx 3 x0, Vx E clconv F H MX 3 ~0, Qx E clconv( F U { 0) ) = F”. 
In both cases, ax>cco is a supporting halfspace for clconv F if and only if it is a 
supporting halfspace for F##. 
(ii) Next, we show that if 30 # 0 and c(x 3 a0 is a supporting halfspace for F”‘, then 
The relation c is obvious, since clconvF C F ## To show the converse, we assume . 
it to be false, and let x E F## - clconv F satisfy LXX = ~0. From the definition of F##, 
x = j_u for some u E clconv F, and A> 1 if ~0 >O, 0 <i, < 1 if ~0 ~0. In each case, 
xx = x0 implies au = ( l/%)czx <x0 for some u E clconv F C F##, which contradicts the 
assumption that IX 3 ~0, YX E F##. 
Thus, if x0 # 0 and ax 3 ~0 is a supporting halfspace for F##, then the hyperplane 
IX = Q contains d a&rely independent point of clconv F if and only if it contains d 
affinely independent points of F ## . Since dim Ffi# = d and if 0 E aff F, dim F = d too 
(Corollary 3.7.2) the theorem follows. 0 
If 0 $! aff F, then dim F = d - 1, and each facet %x = Q (x0 # 0) of F## is a singular 
supporting hyperplane, rather than a facet, of clconv F. Each facet of clconv F is in 
this case the intersection of zx = ~0 with some other facet of F##, hence a (d - 2)- 
dimensional face of F##, corresponding to an edge (one-dimensional face) of F# n Ll. 
If F’” is full-dimensional, then L = 0 and L-L = R”, hence vert (F’ fl Ll ) = vert F#. 
If d = dim F’” <n, then lin F# = n - d > 0, and F# has no vertices. However, there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between vertices r of F# n LL, and (n - d)-dimensional 
faces of the form c( + L, of F# (these are the lowest-dimensional faces of F#). Hence, 
from Theorem 4.2 we have the following. 
Corollary 4.2.1. Assume 0 E aff F. The inequality rx 2 x0, where x0 # 0 and J E 1 h F, 
is a j&et of clconv F, if and only if r # 0 and CI E vert( F# n LI ), i.e., r + L is a 
(n - d)-dimensional face of F#. In particular, [f d = n, then LXX 3 x0 is a facet qj’ 
ckonv F if and only if 8x # 0 is a vertex of F#. 
Next, we turn to the case where x0 = 0. 
Theorem 4.3. If XX 20 is a facet of clconv F, and r E 1 h F, then LX # 0 and r E dir 
(F’ n L’). 
Conversely, if CI # 0 and x E dir(F# n L’ ), then ax 2 0 is either a facet or u (d - 2)- 
dimensional ,fhce of clconv F. In the latter case, the (d - 2)-dimensional face is the 
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intersection of two adjacent facets of the form a’x 3 aA and a2x 2 ai, with aA >O, 
ai ~0, and a = al/a: - a2/ai. 
Proof. When a0 = 0, F## = clcone F. Hence, if ax > 0, Vx E clconv F, then ax b 0, Vx E 
FM; i.e., if LXX~ 0 is a supporting halfspace for clconvF, then it is a supporting half- 
space for F## too. Further, since clconvF C F ##, if ax 2 0 is a facet for clconvF, then 
it is a facet for F##; hence, from Theorem 4.1, a # 0, a E dir(F# nL’). 
Conversely, if x # 0, a E dir(F# nL’>, then from Theorem 4.1, ax 20 defines a facet 
f* for F##, with a E lh F. Since clconv F C F##, ax > 0 is a supporting halfspace for 
clconv F. The facet f* of FM = clconeF contains either a facet of clconvF, or a 
(d - 2)-dimensiona face; since f * itself is a polyhedral cone which can only be 
generated by a set of the same dimension as that of f*, or one less. A (d - 2)- 
dimensional face of a polyhedron is known to be the intersection of two adjacent 
facets, and the necessary and sufficient condition for ax = 0 to be satisfied by all 
x satisfying a’x= aA and a2x= .;(a1 #a*), is that a=a’3,1 + a2;12 for some 11, 12 
such that a:Rl + a&l2 = 0. Setting AI = l/a: yields Rz = - l/a: and a= al/a: 
- a’/a$ 0 
We now turn to the problem of actually calculating facets of convF. To this end, 
we will use the expression given for F# in Section 3, namely, 
y 3 tlhA + ahDh, Vh E Q*, 
y ER” for some Bh b 0, gh ~0, h E Q*, . 
such that @ai + ah& > a~, hEQ* 
From Theorem 4.3, all facets of F## of the form ax b aa can be obtained by finding 
the vertices (if a0 # 0) or extreme direction vectors (if a0 = 0) of F# nLL. In each 
of the two cases, the vertex (extreme direction vector) a of F# n L’ corresponds to a 
lowest-dimensional face a + L of F#, where L is the lineality space of F#, and there 
exists a supporting hyperplane to F# whose intersection with F# is precisely a + L. If 
such a hyperplane is known, then the face a + L of F# can be found by maximizing 
or minimizing the associated linear function over F’, i.e., by solving a linear program. 
Moreover, minimizing any linear function which is bounded from below on F’ yields 
a lowest-dimensional face of F’. 
If 0 E clconv F, then there are no facets of the form ax 2 a~, with a0 > 0, at all. Since 
we can always choose an expression for (DP) such that 0 4 clconv F, (see Section 1 ), 
we will assume this to be the case. 
The problem of defining the class of linear functions which are bounded from be- 
low on F# is best approached by setting up the linear program with a hypothetical 
minimand, say gy, and then looking at its dual. Using the more compact notation 
Ah= (ih)> a;= (;;), tth = (eh,ah) 
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the two problems can be stated as 
min yg 
ss. y-uhAhaO, 
P~(gJ%) u”ai 3a0, h E Q*, 
uh>O 
and 
max 1 %or; 
hEQ* 
ss. a$$ -AhSh<OO, hEQ*, 
P,*(g, @I) c ch = g, 
hEQ* 
i”;>O,ch>O, hEQ*. 
The latter problem is, as one would expect it to be, closely related to the repre- 
sentation of clconvF introduced in Section 2. We are interested in characterizing the 
class of vectors g E R” for which P,*(g, a~) has a finite minimum. This of course is the 
same as the class of g E R” for which P2*(g, ~0) is feasible and has a finite maximum. 
Since F# # 0 by assumption, PT(g, ~0) has an optimal solution if and only if P,*(g, a~) 
has a feasible solution. We will denote the objective function value of P;“(g,c(o) 
by i. 
Theorem 4.4. (i) If g E clcone F, g # 0, then for every 2 > 0 such that lg E clconv F 
(and such 1 always exists), PT(g,clo) has a feasible solution t, with ChEQ* $=A-‘. 
Conversely, if t is a feasible solution to Pc(g,clo) with ChEQ* [“=A-‘, then gE 
clconeF, g # 0, and ig E clconv F. 
_ (ii) rf~0#0, f bl a easi e solution 4 to P2*(g, a~) is optimal if and only if it has value 
[=aoi , where 
x= 
i 
min{i/AgEclconvF} if ao>O, 
max{ A 1 Ag E clconv F} zf CIO < 0. 
(iii) If LYO =O, any feasible solution 4 to P;(g,O) is optimal, with value c=O; 
but PT(g,O) has an optimal solution (j, ii), with jg = 0 and j # 0, if and only if 
g E bd clcone F. 
Proof. (i) Let g E clcone F, g # 0. Then Ag E clconv F for some scalar A > 0, and for 
any such A we have 
Ag = c c ehiuh’ +c ahkvhk 
htQ* iEUh kEVi, 
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with 
cc 
ghi=l, 8hi>0, iEUh, ~~“20, kE&, 
where uhi E vert Fh, i E uh, and vhk E dirFh, k E fi, h E Q*. 
Now, let us define <(I) by 
(h(i) = l/A c 8hiUhi +c OhkVhk 
) 
i-ClJh kE4 
Then th(l)>O, $(;)20, VhEQ*, and 
9 = c irhO”>, 
hEQ* 
Ahth(,l) = I//l c OhiAhuhi + l/3. c rshkAhvhk 
ie(ih kEl$, 
3 l/l C ehiai (since Ahuh’ >a!, i E 
iE(/n 
iE(/h 
uh, and Ahvhk 30,k E 6) 
hence [(A) is a feasible solution to P!(g,ao), with value 
i(n) = c crl&~“) = a()/i. 
hEQ’ 
Also, ChEQ* t;(2) = j--l. 
Conversely, let l be a feasible solution to Pt(g, cco), with & # 0 for at least one 
h E Q*, and with value [. Let 
Q:‘={hEQI&O}, 
where Q: # 0 by assumption. 
g=cth 
hEQ* 
Q:={hEQ&=O,, 
Then 
where ([“I$) E Fh C clconv F, h E QF, whereas for h E Qz, either i” = 0, or L! is a 
direction vector of the recession cone (characteristic cone) of Fh, hence of clconvF. 
Thus g E clcone F. Further, setting 
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we have 
with 
since $ = 0, Vh E Q,*; hence 3,g E clconv F, and g # 0. 
This proves (i). 
(ii) Let SIO # 0. From (i), any feasible solution 4 satisfies ChEQ* 4: = i-’ for some 3. 
such that 2g E clconv F. Since [= x01.-‘, i is clearly optimal if and only if [= roj-‘, 
where 1 is as defined in the theorem. This proves (ii). 
(iii) Let 20 = 0. If g E bd clcone F, then ag = 0 for some facet ax 20 of F##, where 
c( # 0, r E lh F. From Corollary 4.1.1, r is then an extreme direction vector of F’ n L’, 
contained in the supporting hyperplane gy = 0 to F#. Therefore, CY = j for some optimal 
solution (j, U) of PT(g, 0), such that j # 0 and jkg = 0. 
Conversely, if (j, U) is an optimal solution to PT(g, 0), with j # 0 and jg = 0, then 
gy30, VIE F’; hence go F##(O)=clconeF; g-V=0 for _? E F’, i.e., g E hd 
clconeF. 0 
Next, we examine the connection between F#, F# n L’, which are subsets of R”, and 
the feasible set of PT(g,aa) i.e., the set 
i 
y-uhAh>O, 
u= (y,u) u%z;3xo, hEQ* , 
Z.&O, i 
which belongs to a higher dimensional space. 
First, we recall that whenever L # 0, i.e., lin F’ > 0, F’ has no vertices, while its 
smallest dimensional faces are those of dimension equal to lin F*, which are in a one- 
to-one correspondence with the vertices of F’ f~ L1. On the other hand, the (polyhedral) 
set CJ is always pointed, i.e., always has vertices (its recession come C(U) contains 
no lines). To see this, notice that if there exists (9, zi) such that (ILj, 3.~2) E C(U) for 
all 2, then from uh > 0, h E Q” one has lib = 0, Yh E Q*, which in turn implies j = 0; 
i.e., there exists no line contained in C(U). 
The question arises then, what corresponds in U to a vector y E F#, y # Ll; or, 
more specifically, what corresponds in C(U) to a line in L c C(F#); and the answer 
is, a pair of directions. Let j E F#, 4; @L’; then J has a unique expression of the form 
J=j+j, where j~F"flL' and 7 EL. In other words, this expression is such that 
j + i.5 E F’ for any A. In terms of U, this implies that (i) there exists li such that 
(j, 12) E U; and (ii) there exists a pnir of vectors ii, 5, such that 
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for all 12 0; i.e., a pair of vectors ii, ii? satisfying 
J-iihAh20 -j - ZhAh > 0, 
iihah > 0 0’ and E”cz~ >0, 
iih>O Zh 20, 
Fj<O =+ zih&O -yi<o * ziha;<O 
for all h E Q* (here u: is the ith column of Ah). 
Another way of looking at this is as follows. Let dimL = linF# = I, and AL be a 
n x I matrix whose columns generate the subspace L; i.e., 
L={xER” Jx=Ad}, 
where 1 is an arbitrary I-vector. Then 
i.e., L’ is the null-space of A:, the transpose of AL. Then 
and 
Now, let t10 # 0. A point j E F# is a vertex of F’ fl Ll if and only if (a) j E LI, 
and (b) there exists PE L’ such that jj is the unique point which minimizes py on 
F# and satisfies (a). Accordingly, if (j, U) is an optimal solution to P;“(g, as) for some 
g E clcone F, then j E vert(F# n L’) if and only if 
(i) j E Ll; and 
(ii) there exists y E Ll such that y = j for every optimal solution (y, U) to Pi*(g+y, CCIJ) 
for which y E L’. 
An optimal solution to P,*(g,ao) which satisfies (i) and (ii), will be called regular. 
If ~10 = 0, then F# is a cone, and F# n L’ a pointed cone. A vector J E F# defines 
an extreme direction (i.e., is an extreme direction vector) of F’nL’ if and only if 
(a) J# 0, j ELM; and (b) there exists poll such that, up to a positive multiplier, j 
is the unique point which minimizes py on F# and satisfies (a). Hence, if (j, U) is an 
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optimal solution to PF(g, 0) for some g E bd clcone F, then F is an extreme direction 
vector of F# n L’ if and only if 
(i) .$#O, MEL’; and 
(ii) there exists y E Ll such that y = iy, i >O, for every optimal solution (y, u) to 
PT(g+‘J,O) for which yfO,y~L’. 
An optimal solution to P,*(g, 0) which satisfies (i) and (ii) will again be called 
regular. 
Lemma 4.1. If P,*(g,cco) has an optimal solution, it has a regular optimal solution. 
Proof. Let a0 # 0. From Theorem 4.4, if P;“(g,ao) has an optimal solution, then g E 
clconeF, gf 0; hence g EL’. Further, if (y,U) is an optimal solution to PT(g,as), 
then for every y E (,G + L) there exists some u such that (y, u) is an optimal solu- 
tion to PT(g, x0). Hence, if P,*(g, ~0) has an optimal solution (y, u), then it has one 
with y E L-L. Also, if (j, U) is an optimal solution to P,*(g, NO), with jg = asi:-‘, then 
xgx = ~0 is a supporting hyperplane to F# n L’ which contains jj. If jj is the only point 
of F’ n L’ contained in xgx = ~(0, then (y, U) is regular. Otherwise, jgx = WJ contains 
a face of F# n Ll of dimension d >, 1 and, since F# n L’ is pointed, every such face 
contains at least one vertex of FM n L I. Hence, the hyperplane xgx = CIO can be “tilted” 
so as to intersect F# nL’ in only one point, i.e., the coefficients jg can be replaced 
by ig + jr, where y EL’, so that this is achieved. 
A perfectly analogous argument holds when ~(0 = 0. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let g E clcone F, g # 0, and 
;:ZZ 
i 
min{i 1 Ag E clconv F} if a0 > 0, 
max{ 1/ Jg E clconv F} if ~(0 < 0. 
Then c(x > x0, where CQ # 0 and c( E lh F, is a facet of F## containing the point xg, 
if and only if CI = j jar some regular optimal solution (J, U) to PT(g, a~). 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1, xx 3 x0, with as # 0 and c[ E lh F, is a facet of F## if and 
only if x E vert(F# n L’); and from Corollary 4.1.1, the facet rx2cq of F## contains 
the point ig if and only if xgx = CIO is a supporting hyperplane for F#, which contains 
the vertex tl of F’ n LI. But this latter condition holds if and only if &g = min{jyg 
1 y E F# n L’ }= ~0, i.e., if and only if CI = jj for some regular optimal solution (j, U) to 
PF(g, q), with objective function value jjg = r&‘. From Lemma 4.1, PT(g, ~0) has 
a regular optimal solution if (and, obviously, only if) it has any optimal solution at all; 
and, finally, from Theorem 4.4, the optimal objective function value is Jg = r&]. Cl 
The analogous result for the case ~0 = 0 follows. 
Theorem 4.6. Let g E bd clcone F, g # 0. Then CIX 3 0, with x E lh F, is a facet oj F## 
containing the point g, if and only lf a = 1.7 for some A > 0 and some regular optimal 
solution (y,U) to P1*(g,O). 
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Proof. From Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, CIX 30, with CI E lh F, is a facet of F## (hence, 
from Theorem 3.2, of clcone F) if and only if CI E dir(F# f7Ll); and from Corollary 
4.1.1, %g = 0 if and only if gx = 0 is a supporting hyperplane for F# which contains 
the extreme direction vector sl of F# n L I. This latter condition holds, however, if and 
only if min{yg ) y E F’nL’} = 0, and this minimum is attained for j # 0 such that 
c( = 1jJ, with A > 0; i.e., if and only if CI = I*,ij for some IV > 0 and some regular optimal 
solution (jj, U) to P;“(g,O), with objective function value jjg = 0. From Lemma 4.1, 
PT(g,O) has a regular optimal solution if (and only if) it has an optimal solution; and 
from Theorem 4.4, the optimal objective function value is jjg = 0. q 
Using Theorems 4.5 and 4.6, all the facets of F## can be obtained by solving the 
problem PT(g, a~), or its dual, for various vectors g E clcone F. From Theorems 4.2 
and 4.3, each such facet is, or yields in conjuction with some other facet of F##, 
a facet of clconvF. Note that, if a0 # 0 and j is defined as in Theorem 4.5, and jg 
is the convex combination of k vertices and extreme direction vectors of clconvF, 
(1 d k <n), then each of these vertices and extreme direction vectors are contained in 
each facet of clconvF that contains jg; and that each such facet can be obtained by 
solving P,*(g, as) or PT(g, ~0). An analogous statement holds, of course, for the case 
when x0 = 0. Note also that if g is a vertex of clconv F, then by solving P;“(g, cro) 
for as = 1, - 1 and 0 we obtain all the facets of clconv F containing the vertex g; 
furthermore, these facets correspond, for a given aa, to alternative regular optimal 
solutions of the same linear program P,*(g,ao); so that if one facet containing g, i.e., 
one regular optimal solution to P,*(g,ao) is found, the other facets containing g are 
easy to obtain. 
We will conclude this section with a few considerations on the practical solvability 
of PT(g, a~) or its dual. First, if ~(0 = 0, then P;“(g, a~) has a homogeneous constraint 
set and thus has no nontrivial basic solution. On the other hand, if any nonzero vector 
(y, u) is an optimal solution, then so is (i,y, Au) for any 3, > 0. Therefore PT (g, 0) can 
be normalized, for instance, by adding the constraint e& < 1, where e = (1,. . . , 1 ), to 
each subsystem h E Q”. The new problem will then have nontrivial basic solutions (if 
it has nontrivial solutions at all), with the same optimal objective function value as 
before. 
Another problem that arises, whatever the value of ~0, is that the set Q* = {h E Q 
/ Fh #0} is usually not known. This difficulty can be circumvented by using the fol- 
lowing result. 
Let P,(g,ao), P2(g,cro), be the pair of dual linear programs obtained from PT(g,ao), 
P~(g,cxo), by replacing Q* with Q. Then we have the following correspondence be- 
tween P,(g,zo), Pz(g,ao) and their starred counterparts. 
Theorem 4.7. (i) If P~(g,ao) has a feasible solution, then P,(g, ~0) has a feasible 
solution; and ifP;“(g, CQ) has a feasible solution, then P*(g, ~0) has a feasible solution. 
(ii) If Pl(g, C(O) has an optimal solution 4 such that 
$=O, lh#O=+h~Q*, 
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then the vector obtained from 4 by removing the components (th, $), h E Q - Q*, 
- - 
is an optimal solution to P;“(g,ro); and all optimul solutions (y,u) to P~(g,xo) are 
optimal solutions to PT(g, 20). 
Proof. (i) If as GO, then Pl(g,ao) is always feasible, just like PF(g,cco). If ~(0 >O, 
then PT(g,q) has a feasible solution, i.e., F# # 0, if and only if 0 $ clconv F (see 
Theorem 3.2); which implies that the system Ahx>ai, x=0, has no solution for any 
h E Q*, and hence (from the definition of Q - Q*) for any h E Q. From Farkas’ theorem 
it then follows that the system 
uhAh CO L , U”U; 3X0, Uh30 
has a solution for each h E Q. Let d, h E Q be a set of solutions to these systems; 
then y E R” defined by 
V = max 3ah _ I 
hEQ ” 
(where a” is the ith 
solution to PI (g, ~0). 
i= l,...,n 
column of Ah), together with the vectors Uh, h E Q, is a feasible 
On the other hand, any feasible solution to PC (g, ~0) trivially yields a feasible solu- 
tion to P*(g, x0) by setting (th, $) = (O,O), Vh E Q - Q*. 
(ii) If [ is an optimal solution to Pz(g, a~), then C$ = 0, Vh E Q - Q* (since if $ > 0, 
then Ahth >ah$, rh >O has no solution). Therefore, if [ satisfies the requirement of 
the theorem, then th = 0, k’h E Q - Q*, and the vector obtained from 4 by removing 
the components (th, $), h E Q - Q*, is a feasible solution to PT(g,ao). It must also 
be optimal, since any better feasible solution to P,*(g,c(o) would yield a better feasible 
solution to Pl(g, cc,)), according to (ii). Therefore, all optimal solutions (j, U) to PI (g, a~) 
have a value of gj= ChEe UO$. Since all feasible solutions to P~(g,cco) are trivially 
feasible for PT(g,cco), and the optimal value of a feasible solution to PT(g,s(o) is 
also ChCg gU$, it follows that all optimal solutions to P,(g,ao) are also optimal for 
P;“(g, uo). Cl 
Thus, PT(g,ao) can be solved by solving Pz(g,ao) (repeatedly, if necessary). If 4 is 
the optimal solution obtained and t has a component (f , $) such that $ = 0, f # 0, 
one has to check whether Ahx >/a!, x30 is feasible. If it is not, then Q has to be 
replaced by Q - {h} an a new optimal solution has to be found. This procedure has d 
to be repeated until a regular optimal solution is obtained which satisfies the condition 
of Theorem 4.7. 
The larger the set Q, the more costly it becomes to solve the linear program P,(g, ~0) 
or Pl(g,ao). Thus, if the disjunctive program (DP) is a mixed integer O-l program 
with n O-l variables, / Ql = 2n and calculating facets of clconv F by solving PI (g, CL()) 
or Pz(g,ao) is obviously not a practical approach. On the other hand, when Q is 
small, Pz(g, ro) is quite easy to solve and thus facets of clconvF can easily be 
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calculated. Thus, it is easy to generate facets for a linear program with a single or 
just a few disjunctive constraints of the form xj = 0 Vxj = 1, and it is also not very dif- 
ficult to generate facets for a linear program with variables 0 <xj < 1, j = 1,. . . , n, and 
a disjunctive constraint of the form xi = I V. . Vxk = 1, where 1 <k <n. The question 
is, however, whether facets obtained for such a problem could be used to solve the 
same linear program subject to additional disjunctive constraints. 
The next section examines this question. 
5. Facial disjunctive programs and the significance of “partial” convex hulls 
Consider a disjunctive program (DP) with its logical constraints stated in conjunctive 
normal form, i.e., 
(DP) min{cxlxEFs} 
where the superscript S refers to the set of disjunctions in (2), i.e., 
(F’ is just a more specific notation for the set denoted earlier by F.) 
Clearly, for any subset T c S, we have FT 2 FS. We wish to examine the connections 
between clconv FS and clconv FT for T c 5’. For lack of a better term, we will call 
clconv FT a “partial” convex hull for (DP). 
Our motivation is the following. In Section 4 we have shown that when T is small 
and each Qj is small, a facet of clconv FT is quite easy to generate. This is in sharp 
contrast with the facets of clconvFS, which are in general very expensive to generate. 
The question then arises, are such facets of a “partial” convex hull of any use? For 
instance, suppose one tries to solve a O-l program by branch and bound and after 
having solved the original linear program and the four subproblems corresponding to 
the constraints 
{ :;::}> { :;:;}9 {:;:;}7 { :;::}? 
one generates all the facets of the “partial” convex hull H of the set of points satisfying 
the linear programming constraints and the disjunction 
If one now throws out the four subproblems, and starts again the branch and bound 
procedure, applying it this time to the O-l program over the “partial” convex hull H, 
can one safely assume that the variables x1 and x2 will only take on values 0 or 1, 
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i.e., can the O-l constraints on x1 and x2 be removed from the new O-1 program? The 
answer, contained in the developments to follow, is yes, for a large class of disjunctive 
programs (including 0-l programs). 
In this section, we focus our attention on a class of disjunctive programs which have 
an important special property. 
Let 
F”={xER”/Ax3a(), x30) 
and let the constraints of the disjunctive program (DP) be stated in the conjunctive 
normal form (2). 
A disjunction 
V (d’x>d;o) 
iEQ, 
will be called @ial or said to have the facial property with respect to Fi, if 
is a face of FIJ, for all i E Q,. 
We will say that the disjunctive program (DP) isJ&iul, if all the disjunctions in (2) 
are facial; i.e., if F; is a face of FO for all i E Q, and all j E S. (A face of a polyhedral 
set P is the intersection of P with some of its boundary planes.) 
The class of disjunctive programs which have the facial property includes the most 
important cases of disjunctive programming, like O-l programming, nonconvex quad- 
ratic and separable programming, and many others. In all of these cases the inequalities 
d’x>d;o of each disjunction usually define facets, i.e., (d - 1)-dimensional faces of 
Fe, where d is the dimension of Fo. The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for d’x 3 d;o to have the more general property of defining a face of arbitrary 
dimension of Fo. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 
!f there exists (p, v) E R”’ x R”, satisjjiny 
p( -A) + v-Z) = d’, 
A-uo) = die, 
(p.t’)>o, 
then F, is u face of Fo; numely 
(3) 
F; = {x E F. 1 d’x = die} 
={x~Fo~u~x=a~~, VhEM+; xi=O, Vjlj~N+}, 
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where ah is row h of A, and 
M+={hEMI/Lh>O}, N+={jENIvj>O}. 
Conversely, if Fi is a face of Fo, and Fo # F, # 8, then there exists (p, v) E Rm x R” 
satisfying (3). 
Proof. ‘From Farkas’ theorem on linear inequalities, system (3) has a solution if and 
only if the homogeneous system 
-Ax - aOx 6 0, 
-XdO, 
d’x + dioxo > 0 
(4) 
has no solution. 
(i) Assume there exists (p,v) satisfying (3). Then (4) has no solution, hence neither 
does its nonhomogeneous correspondent, obtained by setting x0 = - 1. Therefore the 
inequalities Ax b ao, x 3 0, imply d’x d die, and thus 
F,=Fon{x~R”~dix=dio}. 
Further, we claim that x E FO satisfies d’x = die if and only if it satisfies 
ahx = ahO, Vh E M+, 
xj = 0, ‘VjEEN+. 
The if part is obvious, since from (3) d’x=d;o is the weighted sum of these equa- 
tions, with weights ph > 0, h E M+, and Vj > 0, j EN+. To see the only if part, assume 
it to be false. Then either ak.T # akO for some X E F and k E M+ (case 1 ), or Xj # 0 for 
some ,? E F and j E N+ (case 2). We discuss case 1 only, since the same reasoning 
applies to case 2. 
Since X E F, ak_? # akO implies akx >a!&. Multiplying this ineqUality by -pk yields 
-pkak-X < -~kako, 
whereas substituting for d’ and die in d’i = d;o yields (after changing all signs) 
pAX + VX = pao. 
Adding the last two relations then results in 
,u’A.? + VX < p’ao, 
with pi = ph, V’h #k, and & = 0. But since (p’, v) 3 0, this last inequality contradicts 
A.? + X > ao, which follows from X E F. 
Hence, if there exists (p,v) as required in the theorem, then 
F,=&,n{XER”(ahX=ahO, VJhEM+; Xi=O, vj~N+}, 
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i.e., F, is a face of Fo. (This face may be the empty set; it may also be Fo itself, if 
Fo is less than full dimensional.) 
(ii) Assume now that F; is a face of Fa, and Fa # F; # v). Then there exists at least 
one inequality yx 3 go of FQ (either of the form akx >ako, where ak is row k of A, or 
of the form .rj >, 0), which is not tight for every x E Fo, but is tight for every x E Fo 
satisfying d’x3d;a. In other words, (-g)x 2 -go is a consequence of the constraints 
Ax3a0, x 20 and d’x >d;o, but not of the constraints Ax3ao and x30. From that 
same well-known result on linear inequalities used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, this 
implies that the system 
-g = HA + al + Oodi, 
-go < (la0 + BOdiO 
(5) 
has a solution H 30, CJ 30, 00 30, but the system obtained from (5) by deleting the 
last column has no solution H > 0, G 2 0. Hence (5) has a solution B > 0, CJ > 0, 00 > 0. 
Further (5) must have a solution in which the last inequality is tight, since otherwise 
there exists c > 0 such that (-g)x > -go + E is also a consequence of Ax >a~, x > 0, 
and d’x 2 d,o, i.e., Fi = 0, contrary to the assumption. Replacing the inequality in (5) 
with equality and dividing with 80 > 0 yields the system 
@-A) + f&‘(-g) + a’(-I)=&, 
O’(-ao) + O,‘(-go)=dio 
with H’ = 0/00 2 0, 0’ = o/00 2 0, which can be restated in the form (3), with 20 = 0, 
by setting 
if gx>ga is akx>LZkO, 
otherwise, 
a;. + 0,’ >O ifgX>,go iS xj>O, 
“i = 
CT;30 otherwise. 
Thus, if Fi is a face of FO and FO # Fi # 0, then (3) has a solution, with 20 = 0. q 
For the remainder of this section we assume that (DP) is facial. Further, we also 
assume that FO is bounded. This is an important restriction from the theoretical point 
of view, but inconsequential in practice, since boundedness can always be achieved by 
regularizing Fo. 
One important consequence of the facial property of a disjunctive program (DP) is 
that every vertex of clconv FS, the closed convex hull of feasible points of (DP), is a 
vertex of Fo, as shown in the next theorem. 
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Using again the disjunctive normal form, let 
F’={xM $2;;)). 
where Q = n,,, Qj. Denoting 
Fh={x~FoIDhx>d;}, 
we have FS = UhEQ Fh. Since FO is bounded, each set Fh is a polytope; hence conv FS 
is closed, i.e., also a polytope. 
Theorem 5.2. vert conv FS = (IJhEQ vert Fh > C vefi Fo 
Proof. From the facial property of (DP), each set Fh is the intersection of mh faces 
of FO (where mh is the number of rows of Dh), hence a face of Fo. But every face 
of a polytope is the closed convex hull of a subset of vertices of the polytope; hence 
vert Fh 5 vert Fo, and therefore 
vertconvFS C 
To show that vert conv FS > (UhEQ vertFh), assume this to be false, and let 
x E vert Fk for some k E Q, but x 6 vert conv F s. Then x is the convex combination 
of vertices of convFS, hence of Fo; which contradicts the fact that x itself is a vertex 
of Fo. 0 
Our next result shows that Corollary 2.1.2 of Section 2 can be considerably strength- 
ened for the case when (DP) has the facial property. 
Corollary 5.2.1. If (DP) is facial and bounded, then the vertices of clconv FS are 
in a one-to-one correspondence with the vertices of the feasible set P of the linear 
program (29) of Corollary 2.1.2. 
Proof. If x is a vertex of conv FS, then from Corollary 2.1.2, < defined by (r”, $) 
= (x, 1) for some k E Q, and ([‘, ti) = (O,O), Vh E Q - {k}, is a vertex of P. Also, 
from Corollary 2.1.2, if 4 is a vertex of P, then tk = 1 for some k E Q, (th, $) = (0,O) 
for h E Q- {k}, and x = tk is a vertex of Fk = {x E F,J 1 Dkx ad!}. But if (DP) is facial 
and bounded, then from Theorem 5.2, x E vert Fk 3 x E vert conv FS. 0 
From a practical point of view, the most important consequence of the facial property 
is the fact, to be shown below, that the convex hull of FS can be obtained via a step- 
by-step procedure which generates a sequence of “partial” convex hulls. 
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We first state an auxiliary result which we need in order to prove our next theorem. 
Lemma 5.1. Let P ,,. . . ,P, he u finite set of’polytopes, P = lJL=, Ph, und let P he 
contuined in the closed hulfspace H’ = {x E R” 1 d’x dd,o}. Then 
H n conv P = conv(H n P), 
where H = {x E R” 1 d’x = d;“}. 
Proof. Let H f’conv P # B (otherwise the lemma holds trivially). Clearly, (H n P) C 
(H n conv P), and therefore 
conv(H (1 P) C conv(H n conv P) = H n conv P. 
Next, we prove the inclusion 2. Let u’ , . . . , UP be the vertices of all the polytopes 
P,,, h=l , . . . , r. Since r is finite and each Ph has a finite number of vertices, p is 
finite. Further, conv P is closed, and vet-t conv P C (U,‘=, vert Ph). 
Then 
P 
xEconvP*x= el’u”, Cik=l, ;“>,O, k= l,...,p 
k=l k=l 
x E H =+ d i x = djo, 
PcH+ +d’uk<d,o, k=l,..., p. 
We claim that in the above expression for x, 
i.k>O =+ d’uk=d. IO. 
Indeed, if there exists i” >0 such that diuk <die, then 
a contradiction. Hence, x is the convex combination of points uk E H n P, or x E 
conv(H n P). 0 
The above lemma is stated in terms of an arbitrary set P which is the union of a 
finite number of polytopes, and which is contained in a halfspace Hf. In terms of our 
problem, let FS be expressed in the conjunctive normal form (2) and for any T C S, 
let 
F’= { xEFo ,?r [ l,(d’x--dro)]}. 
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FT is the union of a finite number of polytopes (Fo is assumed to be bounded). 
While this is not obvious from the above expression, it becomes obvious when FT is 
stated in disjunctive normal form. 
Consider now any disjunction ViEQ, (d’x 2 dis) for an index j E S - T, and denote 
F,={?r~F~)d’x>d~~}. 
From the facial property of (DP), we have 
I$ = {X E Fo 1 d’X = die}, 
i.e., 
affI$={xER”Id’X=&) 
and d’x <die for all x E Fo, hence for all x E FT. 
Applying the lemma yields 
aff Z$ n conv FT = conv [(aff fi) n FT] 
or, since 
aff F;: n conv FT = F;: n conv FT 
and 
we can restate the above result as follows. 
Lemma 5.1’. For any T C S, i E Qj, j E S - T, 
E;; n conv FT = conv(fi n FT), 
Before we use the above result to prove the main theorem of this section, it will be 
useful to point out the fact that the statement in the lemma is not true for arbitrary 
disjunctive programs (i.e., those not having the facial property). Though 4 is always 
convex, it is not true in general that given S1 2 R”, & CR”, S1 and S2 bounded, St 
convex, then 
S1 n conv S2 = conv(Sr n &), 
as illustrated by the following example: 
Let 
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t 
conv (Fi n ET) 
Fi rl conv FT 
Fig. I. 
Then 
F;n convFT={xER210<2x1d1, 1<2x2<2}, 
whereas 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Before stating our next theorem, we note the fact (to be used in the proof) that for 
arbitrary subsets St,& of R”, 
conv(S, US,) = conv(conv SI U conv SZ ). 
Theorem 5.3. For any T c S, 
conv(FsdT f? conv FT) = conv FS. 
Proof. For R = T and R = S - T, we express FR in disjunctive normal form, i.e., 
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Denoting 
F,R={xEFo IDhX&}, 
we have FR = UhEPR Ff. Then 
FSpT n conv FT = n conv FT 
= U (Ff-’ n convFT). 
hEQss-r 
Since 
F;-T={~~FOIDh~>d;} 
= n {XEFO Id+dih,}, 
iEMh 
where Mj indexes the constraints of Dhx > dt and d,bx 3 d,!,, is the ith constraint of this 
set, by repeated application of Lemma 5.1’ we have 
Ff-’ n conv FT = conv(FtPT n FT). 
Hence, 
conv(F s-T flconvFT)=conv U conv(Ff-TnFT) (from Lemma 5.1’) 
&es-i 
= conv u (FfpT nFT) 
&es-r 
=conv { FTn ( hg_rFF)} 
= conv(FT n Fs-T) 
=convFS. 0 
Next, we define an arbitrary ordering on S, i.e., we let 
S=(_b,...,js), 
where s = 1 S ( . 
Corollary 5.3.1. 
conv(F{j’) n conv(. . . n conv(F{j2) n conv F{jl})). . .)) = conv FS. 
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Proof. We use induction on s. For s = 1 the statement is trivially true. Suppose the 
statement is true for s = I,. . . ,q; then for s = q + 1 we have, denoting {jl, . . . , j(,} = T, 
conv(F{‘YT1) n conv(. . . fl conv(+) n conv F{‘l) )). . .)) 
= conv(F{iq-o n conv Fr) 
= conv FTu hTc} (from Theorem 5.3.1) 
=convF’. 0 
Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.3.1 imply that for a bounded facial disjunctive program 
(DP), the convex hull of FS, the feasible set of (DP), can be generated in 1 S 1 stages, 
where / S 1 is the number of disjunctions in the constraint set of (DP) when stated in 
the conjunctive normal form (2). At each stage, one has to generate a “partial” convex 
hull, namely one for a disjunctive program with only one elementary disjunction. 
In terms of a O-l program, for instance, these results mean that the problem 
min{ cx 1 Ax 3 b, O<x<e, x,=0 or 1, j= l,..., n}, 
where e = ( 1.. . , 1 ), is equivalent to (has the same feasible set as) 
min{cx I Ax 3 b, XhX>Xh~, h E HI, OdX<e, Xj=O or 1, j=2 ,..., n}, 
where HI is the index set for the facets of conv F{‘), with 
F{‘}={xIAx>b, O<x<e, xl =0 or I}. 
A O-l program in n variables can thus be replaced by one in n ~ 1 variables 
at the cost of introducing new linear inequalities. These inequalities (the facets of 
conv F{ ’ 1) are easy to generate, since the set Q in the pair of dual linear programs 
Pl(y,aa), P&,ao) has only two elements. 
If the optimal simplex tableau associated with the linear program 
(LP) min{cxIAxab, O<x<e} 
is of the form 
Xi=QO+ CQj(-X,), iEZU{O}, 
itJ 
where I and J are the basic and nonbasic index sets, respectively, then the constraints 
of (LP), expressed in the nonbasic variables xi, j E J, become 
_ 
c a;jXj 3 -40, i E I, 
jeJ 
c ‘. a,+/ 3 aio-1, 
iElflN, 
jGJ 
-.Xj a--l, jEJnN, 
x, > 0, .j E J. 
(6) 
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If the variable to be set to 0 or 1 is chosen to be 
X] = a10+ C alj(-xj>, 
jeJ 
where 1 E I n N, then the pair of problems PI (g, LX,,), Pz(g, cca) becomes 
min c YjYj 
jEJ 
S.t. yj + CUfaij - C v:aij + t’;alj + $ 2 0, je Jn N: 
iEI iUnN 
PI (9,~o > Yj+xUfa,j- c vfa,+tfalj>O, jEJ\N, 
_ C U3CZi(J+ C V3(L2iO - 1) + tf(d” - alO)- C WI’ > MO, 
iE/ iEIf’N jEJn N 
u:30,i~I;v3~O,i~InN;w,~bO,j~JnN, h=1,2, 
yi unconstrained, j E J; tf unconstrained, h = 1,2 
s.t. -QiO$ + C aij<j < 0, i E Z, 
where bh = 0 if h = 1 and dh = 1 if h = 2. 
Were one to generate all the facets of convF{‘), the same procedure could then 
be applied to replace the problem with n-l O-l variables by one with n-2 O-l 
variables; and in n stages one would obtain the linear program over the convex hull 
of feasible O-l points. Note that at each stage one would have to generate facets 
of convF{j), where F{J) is the feasible set of a disjunctive program with only one 
disjunctive constraint (xj = 0 V Xj = 1). The only (but crucial) difficulty in the way of 
using this approach as a n-stage procedure to solve O-l programs in n variables, lies 
in the fact that the number of facets of each set convF(j} is very large. Nevertheless, 
by using some information as to which facets are likely to be binding in the region 
between the linear programming optimum and the integer optimum, one might be able 
to make the above approach efficient by generating at each step only a few facets of 
the current set F(j). Next, we outline a procedure based on this idea. 
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0. Solve (LP). Let I and J be the basic and nonbasic index sets associated with 
an optimal simplex tableau, and let Fo be the feasible set of (LP) expressed in the 
nonbasic variables, i.e., 
Fo = {x t R ( x satisfies (6)}, 
where the components of x are indexed by J. Then. denoting by ? the vector whose 
components are Cj = aoj, j E J. (LP) can be stated as 
(LP) min{?x /x E Fo). 
For iEInN and s~{O,l}, let 
and 
(LPi.6) min{Cx 1 x E F;,,j}. 
Let i be the first index of I n N (ordered arbitrarily) such that 0 < a,0 < 1, and go to 1. 
1. Solve (LP;,h) for 6 = 0 and I. If there is no solution for some 6 E (0, 1}, set 
x, = 1 - 6 permanently, and solve the linear program (LP) in the remaining variables; 
then use the optimal simplex tableau to redefine I,J and Fo, let i be the first index of 
InN such that O<aio<l, and go to 1. 
Otherwise, let x6 be the component indexed by J of the optimal solution obtained 
for (LP,J). (Given x’, the values of the remaining variables are uniquely determined 
by (6).) Without loss of generality (since the variable XI can be complemented if 
necessary), assume that Cx” d i;x’ 
If x9 = 0 or 1, Vj EJ f~ N, and a;~ - z,irj aijx, = 0 or 1, Vi E I n N, stop: an optimal 
solution to the O-l program has been found. Otherwise go to 2. 
2. Set 9 =x0 and generate those facets of conv (F;,o U Fi,, ) containing x0, by finding 
the regular optimal solutions of 9(x0, a~) for ~(0 = 1, -1 and 0. 
If XkX 3 (xi, k = 1 , . . . , p are the facets that were generated, let 
Fo~{x~Fo~r~x~x~, k=l,..., p}, 
let i be the smallest index in I n N such that O<x? < 1, and go to 1. 
There is no need to keep forever the facets generated at a given iteration. The easiest 
rule to follow seems to be the one that is customary in cutting plane methods, namely 
to keep only those facets whose associated slack variables leave the basis; and drop 
them as soon as the slack variable in question becomes basic again. 
The procedure outlined above is based on the idea that the (translated) polyhedral 
cone defined by those facets of conv(Fg U F;, 1) containing x0 (d-l of which also 
contain x’ ) is a good approximation of conv(F,,o U Fi, 1) in the vicinity of x0. The 
question is, of course, how far does one have to get from x0 before this approximation 
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ceases to work. To put it in different terms, the facets of conv(Fi,a U Fi, 1) generated at 
a given iteration will keep xi integer for a number of subsequent iterations; the question 
is, for how many. Theoretical considerations do not seem to offer an answer to this 
question, which therefore can only be settled empirically. 
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